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“El persistente flujo de 
inmigrantes hispanos 
amenaza con dividir a 
Estados Unidos en dos 
pueblos, dos culturas y 
dos idiomas […]

Estados Unidos 
desestima este desafío 
bajo su propio riesgo.”

- Samuel Huntington



“Mientras los estadounidenses perciban que su nación está 
amenazada, serán propensos a sentir una mayor identificación 
con ella” (p. xv).

“Para definirse a sí mismas, las personas necesitan a un otro. 
¿También necesitan de un enemigo? Es claro que algunas 
personas sí. ‘Oh que bello es odiar’, dijo Joseph Goebbles” (p. 24)

“La identidad requiere diferenciación. La diferenciación necesita 
de la comparación […] Tenemos que demostrar la superioridad de 
nuestras formas por sobre las de ellos. La competencia lleva al 
antagonismo […] Se crean estereotipos, los oponentes son 
demonizados, y aquellos otros son metamorfoseados en 
enemigos” (p.26).



Political Case Studies 173 

Rule One 
Use Small Words 

In the first paragraph of the memo, I laid out the entire immigration 
message in a single sentence that highlighted the four essential words 
that work: 

“Linguistically, as you enter the debate, there are four key themes that 
must represent the core of your message: prevention, protection, ac-
countability, and compassion.” 

All four words represent basic universal principles and values, which 
made them universally acceptable. All four words would be understood by 
high school dropouts and Ph.D.s. And three of the four words have simi-
lar construction, making them easy on the ears and easy to memorize. 

Rule Two 
Brevity—Use Short Sentences 

This is a simple task for President George W. Bush but very difficult for 
almost every other politician. In debates where emotions are high, the 
shorter the sentences, the better the audience response. 

WORDS THAT WORK 

“This is about the overcrowding of YOUR schools. This is about emergency 

room chaos in YOUR hospitals. This is about the increase in YOUR taxes. 

This is about the crime in YOUR communities.” 

No, this is not beautiful language, but the politicians who used it re-
ported heads nodding and hands clapping. The sentences were simple, 
straightforward, and to the point—and there were no commas to break 
up the flow. If your sentence has more than two commas, you have too 
many. 

Rule Three 
Credibility Is As Important As Philosophy 

In the illegal immigration debate, an expression of “compassion” was the 
best way to establish instant credibility. 

176 Words That Work 

to a clean slate—IF they follow the proper rules and procedures. There are 

second chances for citizenship—but there are no shortcuts. If they’re willing 

to earn citizenship, legally, they should get a second chance. That’s the 

American Way.” 

Rule Eight 
Visualize 

In some ways the “visualization” rule was the catalyst for the national 
outcry on both sides. Among proponents of stricter laws, watching tele-
vised images of dozens of people dashing across the border night after 
night drove an already agitated population to the breaking point. The 
mere reminder of this videotaped footage was enough to set off a heated 
discussion—and so that became the language lesson. 

WORDS THAT WORK 

“There is something wrong with our borders, our enforcement, and our laws 

when NBC, ABC, and CBS can show us hundreds or thousands of illegal im-

migrants racing across the border every night and the federal government 

can’t find them, catch them, and send them back.” 

In this case, it wasn’t necessary to craft language that would generate a 
personal vision. A simple reference to something they had already seen 
with their own eyes triggered the emotion I was seeking. 

Rule Nine 
Ask a Question 

The best messages intellectually invite audience participation. In this 
case, it was essential that the speaker used questions that triggered 
thoughts not just about the present but also about a troubling future if 
the status quo was allowed to stand: 
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EJEMPLOS POLÍTICA MIGRATORIA

1. IRLANDA

2. NIGERIA

3. FILIPINAS
- Marco legal

- Mecanismos institucionales y operativos

- Progama de empleo / relación exterior


